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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1937
LEAD CURTAIN CLUB IN
LEAGUE COMPETITION

To Play Here
Friday

01(
7netics
College Newsmen
Tests Show Frosh I 'ophs
Fo]' T e.. t-Passing
Fl'o , h Gi7'ls
Convene At
Are Superior In /
Have you noticed the fresh, rosy
Icheeks and lips where wan and
Languages
Lehigh
Ipale ones used to be? Yes, the
0

freshman girls who passed the
Sheeder Receives
rules test given to them last week
Results From Council
are now permitted by the sopho. .
more "terrors" to apply "drug
Final plans for the one-act play
A prehmmary report of the store" complexion .
contest of the Philo Dramatic Mary He:en Stoudt
standing of Ursinus freshmen in
Every year the freshman girls
League to be presen ted this Friday
Kenneth Seagrave the tests administered in Septem- are compelled to appear wearing
evening, November 19, in the
ber, 1937, was received this week by their natural complexion until they
Thompson-Gay Gymnasium , are
the Registrar from the offices of pass a test made by the Sophobeing completed and the Curtain
the Cooperative Test Service of the more Rules Committee that covers
Club has begun rehearsal for its
the entire rule book from dates to
American Council on Education.
presentation, "The Vision at the
The report indicates that in both swimming l~mits. But wI:en the
Inn." The five characters of the
English and French, students who freshman gIrlS k:f1ow the.I r rules,
play were chosen as a result of the
tryouts held last Monday evening. : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - entered Ursinus as freshmen in then, can they mdulge m rouge
September, 1937, are superior in and lipstick.
Edna Hesketh '40, will play the
SENIOR PLAY COMMITTEES
achievement to liberal arts COllege Thus the Ursinus campus boasts
part of the tiring maid; Mary Alice
Properties
freshmen and junior college fresh- of charming, beautiful girls from
Lord '41, the hostess of the inn ;
Elizabeth Ballinger, chairman
men in general. The report sta tes: four classes instead of just three,
Nadine Sturgis '41, Catherine de
Dorothy Barry
"The performance of your entering for no matter how good Mother
Beaumanoir; Mary Helen Stoudt
Ruth Kramer
freshmen is somewhat above that Nature is to a girl, those extra
'39, Joan of Arc; and Kenneth SeaJennie Palilonis
of liberal arts college students in [little things do wonders.
grave '39, Guy de Laval. These
u---general, with their most definite
Tickets
characters are in the order of their
Robert Gottschall, chairman
superiority manifested in the voappearance. The cast will accomSolomon Bear
cabulary section of the English
pany Dr. Reginald S. Sibbald, diEarl Krick
test."
rector of the Curtain Club, to PhilaAdvertising
With regard to results in the I
delphia this week to engage the
Richard Rowland, chairman
French test, the report indicates I
most elaborate costumes possible
Charles Wallick
for the production.
that. Ursinus studer:ts rank "very Encourages Club
William Ridgeway
consIstently a~ove lIberal ~rts co~- 1 In Writing Careers
The st. Mary's Jesters, of PhoeStage
lege students m general, WIth theIr
nixville, will present the first play
Lester Brown, chairman
strongest field being that of readMiss Grace Chandler '19, an
in the contest, a mystery drama
James Armstrong
ing. Grammar scores are some- alumna from Doylestown, and a
by Jean Lee Latham, "The Master
Ralph Meisenhelder
what lower, although they still re- / noted author,. was a guest speaker
of Solitaire." The characters are:
James McFadden, an ex-criminal - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - main distinctly superior to those Monday evemng, November 8, at
obtained by typical entering freSh- I the meeting of the Manuscript Club
investigator; Robert Kelly, a de- Ditzel and Hayashi
held at Shreiner Hall. Valerie
men."
tective, and John C. Kelly, butler. Are Funnymen
The showing of the students who Green '40, who had been the auRev. Thomas P. Dawd is directing
"Even the soberest of us forgot
this production.
our dignity and abandoned our- took the German test was not so thor's hostess at dinner, introduced
.
"The Lay Figure" by Ethel Van selves to shameless laughs." So satisfactory. Of this group the re- her .to the club. ,
port indicates that Ursinus stuMISS Chandler s address radI.a~ed
der Vere, will be given by Norris- said a well-known New York critic dents
stand " about midway between about th~ eleven t:(pes ~f wn~mg
town's Dramateurs . It is directed about "Big-Hearted Herbert", the
performance levels of liberal on the llst of .subJects m whIch,
by Louella Mullin, and the cast is Senior Class Play, and that is what the
and junior college students, she had been mformed,. members
as follows: Dorothy Lawler, a wife ' is in store for those who will wit- arts more
advantage shown in of the c~ub we):e most m~erested.
Richard Derr, an artist: Muriel ness it when it is presented on the. with
Davis, a daughter; Carlin Campbell, night of December 4, as part of reading than in other fields. There ! She ~dvlsed would-~e wrIters of
is wide variability in the group, for the dIfficulty o! gett,~g a star.t, and
fiance; and Carolyn E. Mullin, the the Senior Week-end .
some students achieve at levels declared that m Wl'Itmg, begmners
For laughs galore it has from typical of students with only one must s~art at the botto~ and a~
maid.
The Schuylkill Valley Players, of beginning to end.
Written by year of training, while others are van~e m accordance With theIr
PhoenixviJIe, will present the final Sophie Kerr and Anna Steese easily equal to individuals with ment.
. .
.
play of the evening, it being an Richardson, the play is designed three or more years of previous preAll types of wntmg are dIffic~lt
Irish tragedy by J. M. Synge, "Rid- for mirth and plenty of it. Big- paration in German."
to sell, and, when sold, the pnce
ers to the Sea." Dr. Norman E. Hearted Herbert, as portrayed by
is seldom el').ough to repay the writ(Continued on page G)
McClure or Mr. Donald L. Helfferich Fred Ditzel, will evoke many chucker for his time and effort, she ad----u---will award the contest prizes. les from even the most sour-faced
ded. "Of course, there are those
Tickets for the contest are thirty- observer. Likewise Teru Hayashi Ursinus Woman's Club To Meet who attain wealth and fame early,
five cents. They are on sale in as Robert, Herbert's son, will cause
but they are exceptions; that's why
At Gimbel's Dec. 4
each hall and dormitory, and the many faces to break into smiles.
you hear of them," she said, and
ticket committee of the Curtain
Add to this a dash of romance
The Ursin us Woman's Club will then added the encouraging words,
Club has urged that students buy with Elizabeth Ware and Eli Broidy
have
a short luncheon at Gimbels, "There is, however, always room at
their tickets in advant!e.
furnishing the love interest, a bit
the top if you are good." .
of pathos and humor by Florence Philadelphia, at 12:30, Saturday,
- - - - u'- - - The author emphasized the imDecember 4. The affair will be
Roberts,
as
Herbert's
wife,
and
the
portance of sending manuscripts .to
LANTERN TO INCLUDE TWO
held
in
two
private
Club
rooms
off
~upport of Alice Plunkett,
Jean
small publishers first and, by so
NEW DEPARTMENTS
Wingate, Stanley Weikel, Anne Col- the main dining room.
doing, gain knowledge and needed
Meeting
with
the
slogan
"Just
to
sher, Kenneth Clouse, Betty Benexperience before attempting to
"Beat the deadline," suggests the scoter Robert M. Gottschall and be together", the group will fore- write for larger ones. She classiLa~tern staff, pointing out. tI:at Ralph' Meisenhelder, and the re- gather only one hour. All inter- fied the magazines into seven
while the final d.ay for submIsslOn I suIt is a comedy of the first order. ested in the Club are invited to groups and told the type of article
of material is Wednesday, Novemu---attend, and sho,:lld send in. their used by each. She had sever..al
ber 24, .articles rec~ived b:fore that j WEEKLY ELECTIONS THIS WEEK accepta~ce to MISS Helen W~~er, writer's pamphlets and publisher's
time WIll necessarily receIve greatCollegeVille, before Thanksglvmg jlists which she exhibited to the
er consideration.
! .Preliminary elections by the edi- Day.
group.
The first issue of the magazine tors will be held this week for the
The goal for the Club this year
. (ConUn~ed on page 5)
will appear on campus in about pOSitions of permanent candidates is to have 100 members enrolled by
Ui---tour weeks.
for the Weekly news and sports next June. Within the past year
BONE SPEAKS TONIGHT
Featured among articles submlt- staffs.
--a $300 open scholarship was awardted thus far is one explaining a
Elections will be announced in ed to one of the freshman girls. 4 . Professor M. 0: Bone will speak
scientific matter and another ex- the next issue. Final elections to senior athletic award of $20 has at the. meeting of the Webster
posing the state of newspaper the staff will be made at the end been given. And $6,295 has already Forensic Society tonight in the
ethics in this country and abroad . of the semester by the Board of been handed over to the college I Freeland ,H all rec;eption rOOm at
Several students have submitted Managers.
toward the new project, "812 Main." eight, o'clock.
humorous verse.
Still needed are manuscripts in
all the divisions, including poetry.
Judging from previous years, various stories and essays submitted in
the usual night-before deadline
tangle will have to be held over for
a later issue because of need for
revision.
Only eighteen more days unSmall photos of writers for the
til the Senior Ball; which, as
December Lantern will be used in
you all know, will take the
new "Our Contributors" departcenter of the stage on Decemment now being planned.
ber 3; which, as you all know,
Using as inspiration such features as the New Yorker's "Talk of
is the first Friday after the
the Town" and Collier's "Our ReadThanksgiving recess. So, save
ers Say", the Lantern staff conyour pennies, boys and girls,
siders a second new department,
for Howard Gale is coming to
which would relate in single paragraph form humorous and tragitown.
comic incidents from Ursinus camTo' the right of you is none
pus Ufe. Students with an eye for
other
than Howard Gale him"the news behind the news" Ci.re
self,
with
his ten extraordinary
ask~d to contribute human interest
musicians. Swing it, Howard!
Items of local content for this department.
"From nine o'clock 'til one,
New writers are especially reI'll dream you're mine" . . . .
cruited, Inasmuch as graduation of
certain "stand-bys" of former years
baa threatened to leave gaps in
the magazine's pages.
Stoudt And Seagrave
Lead In Ursinus Play

I

Senior Cast Rehearses
Hilarious Comedy

I

Manuscnpt
. CIub Hears
h

Alumna Aut or

Swing It, Howard

It Won't Be Long Now

Launch Campaign
To Fight Syphilis
The college newspapers from 24
schools in the Middle Atlantic
states, organized into the Intercollegiate Newspaper Association,
held their annual fall meeting over
last week-end, November 12 and
13, at Lehigh University. Representing the WeekJy were Vernon
Groff '38, editor, and Richard
Yahraes '38, advertising manager.
Most significant piece of work
accomplished by the conclave was
a resolution passed by the entire
body of 95 representatives in general session on Saturday morning,
in which the association launched
a concerted drive against syphilis.
The resolution, passed unanimously, recognized the prevalence
and danger of the disease throughout the nation, and also, recognizing that something could be done
about it, it included plans to publicize facts about the disease
through the member publications
and by use of posters.
In pursuance of the resolution,
the convention decided to set up
a committee of the editors of all
member papers to further the campaign.
An advisory committee will also
be formed. This group will be
composed of leading workers in
the national drive against syphilis.
It will be their responsibility to
supply facts to the student committee.
Drawn up by Howard W. Ennes,
editor of the Hatchet of George
Washington University and president of I. N. A., the resolution and
consequent action of the convention was the direct outcome of the
localized campaign that has already been carried on at George
Washington University for several
weeks.
It is an attempt by the I. N. A.
to carry the war for illuminatioI}
against the dread disease into the
colleges. It is a ramification of the
WQrk that was started by Thomas
Parran, Surgeon-General of the
United States Public Health Setvice, and Paul de Kruif, in the
Ladies Home Journal and Reader's
Digest.
. Phillip Broughton, assistant information adviser to the Surgeon
General's office, was presented to
the session by Ennes. He stressed
the. importance of striving to make
the Wasserman blood test a part
of all college physical examinations.
(Continued on page 6)

----tT----

DR. YOST PLEADS FOR PEACE
IN ADDRESS AT VESPERS
Using a portion of the Episcopalian order of service "Give peace in
our time, 0 Lord", as his theme,
Dr. Calvin D. Yost, Jr., addressed a
small turnout at Vespers last night
on the subject of Peace.
Although personally optimistic on
the improbability of war for America in the near future, Dr. Yost
deplored the ease with which men
forget the "never again" attitude
which "participation in the abomination of desolation" has apparently impressed so indelibly on their
minds. Speaking of the willingness to fight as one phase of a vicious cycle, he showed how a new
generation refuses to heed the
warning that war does not pay,
which its fathers learned by bitter
experience, and then, having tried
war for itself, and having learned
the same lesson, must in turn
stand by while a second generation
heedlessly neglects that warning
and also reaps the terrible reward
of war, thus completing the cycle.
Dr. Yost closed his remarks with
a plea that intelligent persons recognize the futility of war as a
solution to any of the world's problems.
The devotionals were in charge
of Kenneth Clouse '38, while Kenneth Seagrave '39, presided at the
organ.
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VERNON GROFF, Sec retar~
ORMAN E . McCLURE, PI' esident
D. YOST, JR.
CALVIN D. YOST
J . H . BROWNBACK
CALVI
:'IUHII '~L BR,\Nl>'I'
JOHN '}' MUNSON
CALVI
D . YOST, Jr.
Advisory Editor
MA UR I CE O. HONE
Treasurer
T HE
TAFF
. . \'RRNON GROFF '3
E(}lt or.l u . hler
A oclnte Elllton
II />;NRY ALDERFER '39
~[~~L g~;rJ1~r , ~~
JAr>11o. · BAIRD '38
ALLEN DUNN ':19
Alumni Edltor- UTAHNA BASOW '38
Society Ellltor- MAR'l'HELLA ANDER ON '40

GAFF

from the

GRIZZLY

By Ralph Meisenhelder

Ursinus tudents uffer
broiled in a general "grippe" ses~
With Too Many Exams
sion if anyone wants to take it up.
~C) G --=-'
I
~-et
This is usually reserved until later.
~
~)l
The demand for midnight oil has
risen to a new high within the The Patient Resolves To
.~~:':~:~i!I!~
past few weeks due to the quarterly Do omething Anyway
dE
attack on the horrible orgy of
Back to the dorm and then evi- To the Editor:
academic circies,-exams!
While dences of the patient's suffering
Be it known that Groft' is being
peace seems to be a universal de- become more noticeable.
Consire. and at the same time a prac- I scientiously he sits down to study went with. Ergo, be it known that
tic.al impossibility. there do exist arranging his notes. Opening . his Groff owes each of his associate3
MURIEr.. BRA DT '38
peclnl Feature WT~~U HAYA HI '38
that must .be :ombated and text book, (this usually makes a two bits, because he is now good
I 0evils
FREDl!:RICK DITZEL '38
MARJORIE
HAFFER '38
e of th
VIIs
th t
WILLIAM ELLENBOGE
'39
HI HARD YAHRA I';. '3
n .
ose e
IS
a
ever dry crackling sound), and generally
lurkm.
g
shadow,.
tha.t
Mars
of c?l- assuming a scholarly attitude. Be- enough for this colyum. Tee-hee.
SllorlS Depl1rtmenl
The Associates:
Men's Sports Editor
.
STANLEY WEIKEL '38
lege llfe.-ExammatlOn, o~herwlse fore long a shift of position is efIltl(lorle ,- :-HAROLD CHER
'40
RAYMOND HARBAUGH '39
~no~,~ as ~est, from the L a~m word, fected such as crossing the legs ,
MORRIS YUDER ' 40
qUIZ whIch makes no dIfference or putting the feet on the desk , Gen tly brushing aside all social
'om en s
port ' Editor . . . .
. . . JEA
WI GATE '38
anyhow.
etc. This period of unrest lasts a etiquette and any inhibitions that
R ellOrler . . . . . . . . . .
. . . EVELY
H UBER '40
I have been informed by scrutin- short time and manife!5ts its ter- we may have had , we present a
Issue A~61 tant
ous observers in certain courses mination in complete upheaval, in Gaff colyum that's messier even
1[ARK ALSPACH '40
DAVID HARTMAN '40
MARTH ELLA ANDER ON '40
RUTH LEO E '40
that Ursinus gives too many exams. other words, standing up. This na- than Pinky's room . Any objectors
ROBERT NULL '·10
This could be discussed as a follow- turally throws our subject com- are referred to Brodbeck Hall.
up of the article by Richard Yah- pletely off balance and outside in*
E LIZABETH BALLINGER '38 Reporters RUTH ROTH '38
ELI BROIDY '38
E LLEN CHLA YBACH '38
raes
'38,
in
the
October
25
edition
fiuences
can
easily
set
him
off
"Queen
Victoria"
Betty Schimpf
KEN ETH CLOUSE '38
WILLIAM WIMER '39
of the Weekly in which he ques- wandering into another room to must certainly be broken-hearted
GERTRUDE GOLDBERG '38
J.. EE L URTY '40
MARY CATHERINE DIEFENDERFER '39
tioned the standard employed in hear a raido or to find out some since "Whitey" Runkle left school.
BusIness Staff
grading by Ursinus professors. So unimportant matter from a hall
RICHARD YAHRAES '38
Ad ,'crt! ' Ing lIIuuuger
besides a doubtful standard of mate.
We assure Miss Clafiin that sitALEX LEWIS '3
'IrCllllltlolJ :lfulJuger
grading we suffer too many examAt this stage of the game our ting in a car with Bill Power is not
inations, and an unequal distribu- subject returns to his senses with good for his athletic career.
NK~ti~;;iAd;~rti~i~gS;;;i~~I,NI~~:
tion of them . Rather involved the realization of where his duty
Collete Publi.hers Repn.enlDIIIJ.
isn't it? I haven't attended enough lies and with furrowed brow he
Famous Quotes'
420 MADISON AVE .
NEW YORK. N. Y .
colleges to judge whether we are returns to the original spot. Then 1 "I didn't kno~ Anne had so
CHICAGO. BOSTON· LOS "'"Gl l U • SA. fIANCI_CO
suffering un justly or not. I tend there is just a repetition of what . much influence on th
.I
Terms: $1.50 Per Year; Single Copies, 5 Cents
tow~rd . the advocates of comp.letely has preceded. Following this he around here." _ Bob "c~ar~~r~
a bollshmg exams. Therefore, If the wanders from dorm to dorm, from
Keehn
Members of Intercolleg iate Newspaper Associ ation ot the Middle Atl a ntic S Lates
problem should. be disc.ussed ~ere, room t? room, and gets a slant on 2. " Do y~U think I'm a little hefty?"
EDITOR OF THIS ISSUE ............................................ ALLEN DUNN '39
you would receIve a bIased Vlew- what hIS fellow sufferers and class- John "Fats" Wise
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - point.
mates are doin~ , w~ich is usually 3, "Do I honestly lo~k like Robert
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1937
They Face the Inevitable With
the same as. he IS domg. Eve~tually
Taylor? "-Joe Hayes.
Varied Plans of Attack
these derelIcts congr~gate I~ one 4. "What did Gertie get in Biology? "
room and after a brIef perIod of - Deacon Dawson
1Ellitnrial ClLommrnt
Now, all thIS IS very mterestmg, "beefing" they all adjourn to some 5 "I th ' k I t ' k I
but the evil, if any, is with us and eating establishment where each . f
~ b ca~ . a ; t n; a;:a y
~oth~ng short of b~oody revolu~ion l plan of attack is presented with a
~~: E~~etOY nen a
ome .IS gomg to change It for some tIme bedlam of affirmatives and nega- 6 "All . I ric th' 1 . " H
to come. Bu t another interesting .
.
gIr s 1 e elr ovmg. - ow
.
.
.
tIves.
Moyer
Do Ursinus students care as little about what is taking place and aspect of the whole SItuatIon l I e s . .
7 "Wh '
t th U '
. 1 b
in the various methods of prepara- Tbe Fmal Reckonmg
.
Y !flus ?" e rsmus grr s e
about what is going to happen as their behavior in the dining rooms tion for our trials. After an exam Shoulrl be a Word to the Wise
s~ partIc~lar. - Wm; Ellenboge~.
d·t · ·
·t bl
. h 8. Etta saId to me, Baby won t
.
during the reading of the announcements tends to indicate? We think h as b een asslgne , 1 IS mevI a e. We find our hero finally. In. is
you please come hOme?'''-Sparky
t And do Ursinus students realize that if the usual dining room ~uch to our regret we ~ust fac~ room about the hour of mIdmght. Meade.
no .
It .or some doomsday WIth penCIl His face is haggard, yawns . are 9. "Let's picket Brodbeck."- Clamer
hubbub and clatter does not subside when notices are read someone poISed, eraser rea.dy, and . WIth a frequent, but he hangs on WIth a I Hall
will be deprived of receiving information meant for him? Again , we prayer on our lIps. Until then , grim determination until the coc.k 10. "Who is the cuter, Kay Hess or
however, we can map out a p~an ?f crows. He muddles through all hIS
Squeeky?"- Bob Steward.
think not.
attack and these are as vaned In material doggedly and finally sinks
•
But we do think that, as a common act of courtesy, the diners this field as they are on the grid- into bed exhausted. Progress for
Hilda Feree should be a candiiron.
the evening, about half-way to
date for the wrestling team. She
should stop their babble when the bell is rung for silence in the mi~dle
F!rst of all there i~ the met~od of first base.
certainly knows the holds on the
An hour before the exam he reof the meal. It is a good policy to have the headwaiter read notIces takmg the matter llghtly untIl the
dance floor .
.
I
eve of the fateful day, which is peats the episodes of the night
durmg meals. They are meant for everybody, but every benefit of widely adopted everywhere. Thus before in less than a fraction of
A catastrophe in Lit. 3! It
the idea is lost if those for whom the policy is practised do not co- I the strife and turmoil is limited to the time and we finally see him
..
.
. twenty-four hours or less. The with a hopeless expression, looking seems Anne Colsher received only
operate. RelatIve SIlence reIgns when announcements are read m flrst symptoms appear early in the out in space and wondering, just a B plus, and did she b - - - eef!
chapel every morning-why should not the same attentiveness pre- evening when, at supper or in "Rec wondering, while an amused pro- Even the mediocre students did as
vail in the dining rooms?
Hall", the event of the. morrow is fessor p~ses out paper on .whiC? well.
(We wonder if Bryant is the
mentioned casually to fnends . From the examInee expects to wnte hIS
The administration is considering the advisability of recondition- Ihere the matter can become em- I death sentence. Amen.
cause of this?)
ing the audition system, which was used in the dining rooms several
._ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
Ann Robinson certainly has the
Years ago, and, if possible, will utilize it for the reading of announceCOMING EVENTS
Soph Rules Committee by the neck.
ments. We feel that the administration has a good idea there, but l
THE MAIL BOX
She breaks rules at will.
that it should be carried out as a general improvement and not as a
1M d
N
-b--15
0
h
* • • : •
on ay, ovem er
ver eard: "I thmk Paul Guest
remedy for a specific condition that can so easily be improved by t h e .
Women's Debate Club, Shreiner, is the best man on the team. __ _
students themselves. Remember that notices are meant for someone To the Editor:
8:00 p. m.
I mean it." So says Jane PakenW
. h t
11 th
tt t'
f
Men's Debate Club, 8:00 p. m .
ham at the Alumni Game. Well ,
e WIS
0 ca
e a en IOn 0
Hall Chemical Society, 8 :00 p. m .
11
·t' l'k th t h?
besides the person who reads them.
the student body to an important
we , so 1 S I e a, e ,
Tuesday,
November
16
fact concerning the sale of tickets
When asked why she didn't bring
Dance Orchestra, 6:30 p. m .
for the One-Act Play Contest to be
her steady from home to the Old
Music Club, 8:00 p. m.
held in the gymnasium on next
Timers' Dance, Teddy Watson said,
Athletic Council, 7:30 p. m .
Friday evening. Each of the four
Weekly Staff Meeting, 7:30 p. m. "Everybody will know then that I
To the Editor:
go steady and I won't get any
groups included in this contest has Wednesday, November 17
This article is motivated by an editorial which appeared in The been given tickets to sell to cover
Y. M.-Y. W. Meeting, 7:00 p. m. dates on campus."
•
Ursinus Weekly of November 8 entitled "The Singing Situation".
its own expenses, and to make
German Club, 8:15 p. m.
Well, she's not the first to have
My purpose in writing you is twofold. First of all I wish to banish what profits it can. Therefore, in Thursday, November 18
that idea, hey Peoples?
order that the Curtain Club may
Chess Club, 4:00 p. m.
any unfavorable reflections which were cast upon the choral units of receive as much as possible from
Band, Orchestra, Glee Club
the College, and secondly I desire to make clear my policy pertaining the sale of tickets on the campus.
Good Laffs:
Frosh-Soph Football Game
to the musical productions at Ursinus.
it is urgently requested that all
1. Jr. Harbaugh teaching the boys
Accounting and then getting the
Our choral units this year are the largest we have had since I students buy their tickets in ad- Friday, November 19
lowest mark.
Philo Dramatic League One Act
came to Ursinus three years ago. The members are enthusiastic, vance from Miss Lucker or from
.
some members of the ticket comPlay Contest, Gymnasium , 8 :00 2. Bob Steward taking Squeeky von
earnest and desire to do good work. There are more members WIth mittee. If students wish tickets
p. m.
Kleeck seriously.
possibilities as soloists than have existed in the past and the prOS- I and cannot pay for them now, they
Varsity Soccer, Delaware, home 3. Walichuck.
pects for the future are good.
may reserve them until noon Fri- Saturday, November 20
4. Kenny Lecrone humming "That
Old Feeling" to Ellen in Rec. Hall.
As for my policy, I have never, at any time, entertained a thought d~y, Nov: 19th . . The Curtain Club
Girls'
Hockey,
Bryn
Mawr,
away
.
..
Wlll receIve credIt for only one
5. Squeeky's, Skllly's, and Paul
WIth regard to unportmg outside talent from any source for a student fourth of the tickets sold at the Sunday, November 21
Craigie's.
production at Ursinus. Naturally certain circumstances are bound to door, so please help u~ by buying
Y. M.-Y. W. Vesper Service, 6 :00
(Haw, do we have a sense of
p. m.
arise necessitating such procedure, but then it would be an exception your tickets in advance.
humor!)
to my regular course of action, and at the present time no such
Sincerely,
----u---Overbrook, it's common talk
emergency has arisen.
Arthur Martin, Jr.
Mrs. Brown To Speak Tonight as Into how
John Wise can be so twoI have appreciated, greatly, the encouragement and constructive
General Manager.
faced , On week-ends it's all Blanche
Ed.
Club
Meeting
At
Phys.
criticism offered by the Weekly at various times and my desire now
U
I
and during the week it's all Betty.
. to clear up a fa 1
IS
se"unpresslOn wh'IC h eVI'd en tl y was f oun d ed on r u mLewis
o r , Nachod To Read .Reports · To-night at 7:30, in Recreation To Brodbeck, he's all boloney.
only.
At Hall Chern. Meetmg
Center, the Physical Education
•
Most sincerely,
Club will have as a guest speaker,
The last of the Williams's now
William F. Philip
Student papers by Alexander Mrs. Blanche Voorhees Brown a concedes that he prefers the strawDirector of Music.
Lewis '38, on "Hydrogen Ion Con- well known figure in women's ath- berry lipstick of Caroline Rhoads
centration," and Grace Nachod '38, letic circles, at its meeting which to that of Mol at horne.
Good! There is no singing situation. There will be no imported on "Plant Chemistry" will feature was moved forward due to the
vocalists from the Curtis Institute, and "The Mikado" will have an the monthly meeting of the Hall postponement of the regular meet- Dear Prof. Willauer:
all-Ursinus cast.
Chemical Society to be held to- ing last Monday night.
You played fair with us by letting
We offer our apologies to Dr. Philip, to the musical organizations, night at 8:00 p- m. in the Science
Mrs. Brown, who is now residing us sing your hymn, "God Send Us
at the Washington Inn, Valley Men," in chapel Friday. Please
and to our readers for the misinformed editorial, "The Singing Situa- Building auditorium.
Following the reading of the pa- Forge, is a graduate of Temple Uni- next time let us sing "Come Thou
tlon", in last week's issue. We are glad that we were wrong, not be- pers, there will be a general dis- ' versity, where she taught physical Almighty King," and maybe Pinky
.cause we like to be wrong, but because had we been right, the College cussion by the members of the education and coached women's will hear. That's our hlm.
Clamer Co-eds.
would have lost something.
, Society.
' basketball for nine years.
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FRATERNITV ROW

WORTH SHOUTING ABOUT
Get the "Sandwich Habit" Here!
We make everyone with plenty of
crisp lettuce.

AND SUNDAES!

Drugs and Sundries

B. S. LEBEGERN
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A SONNET
By Ruth Grauert
Scarce has t h e master tapped the
bell its twice
Than from the swinging doors the
white-coats come,
Following the sound like Piper's
mice
And bearing in the brain food for
t he dumb.
The golden pats of butter bird-like
fly
And steaming bowls of noodle soup
descend
And over-turned t he top crusts
scorned lie ;
A waving hand denotes the coffee's
friend .
How melodious, the simple fare!
A hundred tinkling glasses mention thirst;
At last ... the symphony of scraping chair,
For he who eats the fastest gets
out first.
Oh stranger, do not stare or rock
and reel,
It's nothing but a college evening
meal.
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],OO K A'l' YO n TIE· .
YOUR EIGHJlOR DOE
Theil look at OUR.
0 mllny to
choose from that 'oon
tHeml wllJ
be YOUR !

TIE SHOP

102 W. Main
Norristown
**************.************-l(.**-l(.*.~******.)Eo.~***-l(.*********. i ~_____________~

~

ICE
CREAM

The hockey '" team of Collegeville
Ano ther P erkiomen valley "stag" High School, coached by Mary Mcis in the offing. The Demas are Devitt '37, has been proclaimed
planning one there on Saturday, champion in its class for MontNovember 20.
gomery County.

':*********'~************-l(.**,'f*'~********'***************!

PENNED

BURDAN'S

·

6.

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

refer
apers

.

...

... We're not going to tell you that by patronizing our advertisers you can cut your bills, or
double your dollars, as the young man in the
cartoon is doing.
BUT WE DO SAY that you will get as
much honest value for your money from our
advertisers as you can el ewhere. You will help
the WEEKLY more than you realize by noticing
who its advertisers are, and then spending 'your
money with those merchants.
TillS WEEK, THE NEXT TIME YOU SHOP ....

prOfS

Funeral Director

.

YOUR
BILLS
IN HALF?

CUT

*
**
*
~
***
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Collegeville, Pa.
348 Main St.
From a class numbering eightysix of our most recent graduates,
Ursinus Students
sixty-six are placed in various
You're invited to come to the
fields, according to statistics on
record in the Ursinus College
ROMA CAFE
Placement Bureau, through the
144 W. Main st., Norristown
work of this agency. Twenty members of the class of '37 have teach- And after you've been here, you
won't need a second invitation!
ing positions, twenty-seven are in
Air Conditioned
business, eighteen are doing gradu- Popular Prices
ate work, and two are married.
One person of the last-named group
is also included in the group em- COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
ployed in business. This totals a
'" '"
percentage of 76.74, a remarkable
A committee has been appointed one in the ligh t of those percen t- INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
by Alpha Phi Epsilon to purchase ages found in other bureau records.
Member of Federal Deposit
fraternity hats for the jungle clan.
Insurance Corporation
'"
Florence Bowe ' 37, recently had
The campus members and alumni an exhibit of water colors and
of Sigma Rho Lambda enjoyed a oils in the show window of Bailey,
"stag'" along the P erkiomen after Banks, and Biddle at the request of
the Old Timers' Dance, November that firm.

Beta Sigma Lambda held its annual Alumni Dinner on Old Timers'
Day at the Freeland
House.
Twenty Old grads returned for the
affair.
In addition, the Beta Sigs are
planning a skating party on December 11.
The same fraternity sends its
hopes for a speedy recovery to
brother Ed Ford '40, who was operated upon for appendicitis at
Montgomery Hospital Friday morning.

Try our "College Special" and other
Soda Fountain Delicacies.

COLLEGE DRUG, INC.

J. L. BECHTEL

*************************:
~~
ALUMNI NOTES
~
*t
*~

Phone -

·

'"
William Cramer
'37, is doing
graduate work in physics and
mathematics, and has an assistantship in physics, at Brown University.

· ..
'"

'"

'"

'"

1h'e BAKERY
l\Inde
and Pie
Phone 339R2
Fre~1l

BUll

'"

Lillian French '37, is teaching
night classes and doing substitute
work in the Woodrow-Wilson High
School, Camden, N. J .
• '"
* '"
Ruth Haines Ex-35, and Dr. Howa rd Bell Jr. were married this summer and a re living in Peoria, Ill.,
where Dr. Bell is teaching English.
• •
* '"
Katherine PrizeI' '34, is teaching
shorthand, typing and commerce
in the day school, and typing and
mathematics at night, in Goldey
College, Wilmington, Delaware.
• '"
IIMike" Dresch '34, is president
of the American Kirkland Mining
Co., in Prescott, Ari~on: .
'" '"
Ruth Hamma '35, is teaching
French in Boonton High School,
Boonton, N. J.

pipefuls of fragrant tobacco in
every 2'0%. tin of Prince Albert

C"p'yrltthL. lU:J7. K. J. J".l'r~uhh 'J'utl.ceu Cumpanl'

I

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
A::: :::;;::;;- :::::::
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KENNETH B. NACE
DeSOTO & PLYMOUTH
Sales and Service
5th Ave. & Main st.
Collegeville, Pa.

r---------------,

Last Monday afternoon, Dr. Elizabeth B. White addressed the auxiliary members of the Berks County
Medical Society on "Adjustments
and Maladjustments." The meeting was held in Medical Hall in
Reading, Pa.
For illustrations throughout her
talk, Dr. White used experiences
with some of her students and I
discussed a parent's role in preventing or overcoming maladjustments in a child which would affect his adult life. Mrs. Howard
IU. Miller introduced the speaker.

50

== "

Coal, Lumber and Feed

Rev. William Laennes, pastor
emeritus of
Grace
Reformed
Church of Hazleton, died recently
at the age of 67. He was a graduate of Calvin College, of Princeton
Seminary, and of the Ursinus
School of Theology, 1897.
----u---DR. WHITE ADDRESSES BERKS
MEDICAL SOCIETY

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefulll of Prince Albert.
If you don't find it the mellowest, tastiest
pipe tobacco you ever smoked, return the
pocket tin with the rest of the tobacco in it
to us at any time within a month from this
date, and we will refund full purchase
price, plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company, Winston-Salem, N. C.

7

W. H. GRISTOCK'S SONS

Ada Fisher '13, who recently returned from an annual European
trip, assumed her regular position
as teacher of theory in the Institute of Musical Art of the Juillard
Foundation, New York City.

IS HOST
TO MATHEMATICIANS

Hot Plotters
8t noon-35c
H . RALPH GRABER

t!::::::~77777

SANSOM AT 17TH, PHILA.

FRANK R. WATSON

'"

I PROFESSOR ~NlNG

Pottstown 816

AND

WILLIAM H. THOMPSON
ARCHITECTS

BELL

MEN'S

STORE

51 East Main st.,

Norristown
Complete Line of Trousers
in attractive styles$1.95 and up.
Buy a couple of pairs
For the classroomGet variety in your clothes!
Suede Sport Coats - $2.95 up
Shirts in all sleevelengths.
Alterations and matching free.

ttbe 11 nbepenben t
Print Shop
Prints The WeekJy and is
equipped to do all kinds of
COLLEGE Printing attractively.
Collegeville, Pa.

With informal speeches, games, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and refreshments on the program, =
twenty would-be mathematicians
gathered at the home of Professor
Frank L. Manning last Wednesday
evening when the annual fall social meeting of the Mathematics
... Life is compensatory.
Group was held.
Besides Dr. Manning, Dr. John So is Business. The good
W. Clawson and Dr. John W.
Mauchly were present, and all three begets good .. and quality
presented short talks to the group.
Dr. Clawson is this year celebrating with progress follows where
his thirtieth anniversary as a member of the faculty of Ursinus College, and he outlined his ideas of
the campus and the courses which
is promoted
were offered when he came to the
College in 1907.
GEORGE H BUCHANAN
The remainder of the evening
was spent in playing games, durCOMPANY
ing which time the refreshments
were served.
44 North 6th Street, Philadelphia

qood 'Printing

Telephone, Bell, LOMbard 0414

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Ditter, Goldbe rg Debate
Partitioning of Palestine
Two Club Members Uphold
Opposite Sides of Current Que tion
Featured by a presentat.ion of
opposing views by Mabel Ditter '39,
and Gertrude Goldberg '38, on the
question of the partitioning of
Palestine was the regular bimonthly meeting of the International Relations Club, which was
held at Shreiner Hall last Tuesday
evening.
Following the discussion of the
topic by the two speakers, a general question period was held , at
which time club members questioned the speakers about both sides
of the problem.
Arabian Viewpoint advanced
By Mabel Ditter
Miss Ditter presented the Arabian
side of the question by pointing out
the feelings from that angle on
the topic. She reviewed the prewar Zionist Movement, which she
said, was rather weak but important. She stated that the British
took the first step in instigating the
move for Arabian independence.
Because the Belfort declaration betrayed the British promises to the
Arabians, in their opinion, they
have been incessantly rebelling
since 1920, she declared.
This partitioning plan created an
Arabian state, a Jewish state, and
a British mandate of the Holy
Lands, which was the most disputed part of Palestine, and the
Arabian objection to the plan, as
outlined in conclusion by the speaker, was that the Jews couldn't live
contentedly in an Arabian state
under Arabian rule.
Solution to Problem Can Come
Through Dislike for Great Britain
Opposed to Ditter was Gertrude
Goldberg. She declared that the

-

.. . .
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Robinson Asserts Brotherhood •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
Active In Deputation
=
I:

FRENCH CLUB REVIEWS ORIGIN
OF FRENCH CUSTOMS

•

=
=
=

URSINUS COLLEGE :

French customs and their origin
"God as Revealed in Christ" was
was the topic under discussion at the topic for discussion at last
I:
the regular bi-monthly meeting of Tuesday's meeting of the Brother- •
I:
hood of st. Paul held at the home
the Fren~h C?Ub held last Wednes- of Dr. Russell D. Sturgis. It was •
day evenmg m Maples Hall.
introduced by Rollin Lawrence '40, :
0
Birth, marriage, and death cus- I after Robert Yoh '40 led the de- :
I:
toms, as well as many other re- votionals. .
.
:
NORMAN E. McCLURE, Ph. D., Litt. D.
I:
ligious fetes were taken from PargThe. busI~ess meetu:g, held after •
•
,
, ..
. " the dIscussIOn hour, mcluded the _
President
I
ment s book Costumes Francalses reports of two deputations to the •
and presented to the club by EI~en Lower Providence Baptist Church.
Schlaybach '38, Evelyn Huber 40, Lawrence was a speaker there oc- ,.
II
and Bernice Grubb '.39.
tober 17, and Paul Haas '39, spoke I:
•
At the next. n:eetmg! to. be h~ld October 3 1 . : :
:I
after ThanksgIvmg, thIS dISCUSSIOn
President Albert Robinson '38 _
•
will be continued.
presented a brief history of th~
I:
deputation activities of the Broth- •
I:
:::::::::============== erhood for the benefit of the new
only solution to the problem would members. This work, as outlined
I:
arise through the mutual dislike by Robinson, was started in 1932..
•
for Great Britain by both the Since that year between fifteen and
II
Jewish and Arabian states. She i twenty deputations have been made _
•
told the group of another plan, under the auspices of the group I:
I:
which placed the Holy Lands, de- each year. They now constitute _
I:
sired for r eligious reasons by the the main work of the organization .
Moslems and Hebrews, under the Deputation chairman Alfred Bar- •
II
jurisdiction of the League of Na- tholomew '39, stated that the
tions .
Brotherhood is eager to receive in- •
I:
The unpopular British adminis- vitations for members to conduct II
•
tration of justice in Palestine has outside services.
I:
destroyed the British power there
?
.
•
II
at the present time, she stated. In Basow To ReVIew Wrttmgs Of I:
•
conclusion, Miss Goldberg declared
Katherine Mansfield
:I
II
that one of the chief factors in the
strengthening of the Jewish state
A glimpse into the backcountry II
II
has been the establishment of a of Pennsylvania was given by Mur- •
_
Jewish national home in Palestine. iel Brandt '38, in her report of "The II
U. S. and Neutrality to, be
Blue Hills" by ~ornelius weY- 1II
BOMBERGER HALL
II
Topic of Next Meeting
gandt at the meetmg of the Eng- •
•
. lish Club held last Monday night. •
:I
Paul Guest '38, program ch~Ir- This is Mr. Weygandt's most recent I:
_
man, announced ~hat the Umted book and is considered by many to I:
II
States and Neutrallty would be the be his greatest work.
For Information and Literature address
•
topiC. of discussion for the next
Carrying out the policy of the
meetmg of the club to be held De- English Club, books for all the I:
FRANKLIN I. SHEEDER, Registrar
_
cember 14. Samuel Laucks '39, and members were ordered. At this·
I:
Helen Lees '39, will speak on the meeting the girls chose the books
problem. Ruth Shoemaker '39, and that had arrived on which they Justice Bodley '38, volunteered to wished to report. At the next ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
report on the Brussells Conference, meeting to be held Monday , Nowhich will be in session in Decem- vember 22, Utahna Basow '38, will
ber.
discuss the book she chose, "The
Short Stories of Katherine MansPatronize Our Advertisers
Patronize Our Advertisers
Patronize Our Advertisers
field",

I

C IIegevi Ife, PennsyIvania
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IS IT GOOD BUSINESS TO BUY
COSTLlIR TOBACCOS FOR CAMELS?

"I SMOKE Camels
and my nerves stay
unruffled. I don't
want irritating nervous habits," says
display
expert,
POLLY PETTIT.

"CAMEL is the cigarette. When I'm tired,
I light a Camel and
back to work I go with
a 'lift' in energy," says
FRANK MULLADY,
auto mechanic.

Copyrlfrht. 111:!7,

n.

•

•

MILLIO SMORE FOR FINER TOBACCOS!

"WHEN I'M at the table Camels are right
there with me too. Yes
sir! I' ll hand it to Camels for keeping digestion in trim," says
BILL MALLORY,
class of '39.

.=

The pleasure you get out of a cigarette depends on
the quality of the tobaccos put in it. And in the
case of Camels that means finer, costlier tobaccos!

T

HERE'S only one way to get
the best tobaccos. That's to
pay more for them.
Ic has been a well-known fact for
years that Camel pays millions more
for finer tobaccos. It's the natural
way to put more enjoyment into
smoking.
People have confidence in the
mildness and goodness of the finer
tobaccos in Camels. More and
more smokers turn to Camels.
They find that Camels are naturally milder. If you are not smok-

J. bynol.t. Tob..,.,., Company, Wlnoton·Sa •• m. N. C.

ing Camels, try them now. And
see jf you, too, don't find that
Camels mean unfailing pleasure!

THE NEW
CAMEL CARAVAN
Two great shows in an
hour's entertainment!
Includes "Jock Oakie Colle2e"
und Benny Goodman's "Swinsr
School"! Sixty fost minutes of
lrTand fun and music. EveryTuesday night at 9:30 pm E. S. T .•
8:30 pm C. . T., ':30 pm M. S. T .•
6:30 pm P.S.T .. over WABCColumbia Network.

"AS A fashion designer spending long
night hours creating
new styles, I've grown
to depend on the mellow companionship
Camels gi ve me," says
the famous designer,
RENEE MONTAGUE.

" .

"I'VE BEEN a sports
reporter for twenty-five
years," says JAMES
GOULD. "And for twenty-three of these yearsright from the time
Camels were first brought
out-I've been a steady
Camel smoker. Camels
don't tire my taste."

"FOR YEARS
I'VE chosen Camels. Even after I've
smoked steadily, I
notice Camels leave
no after-taste," remarks MAXINE
HOLLEN,salesgirl.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS IN
AMATCHLESS BLEND
CamelA are a matchless blend 01 finer.
MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
-Turki6h and Dometltic. The skillful blending 01 leaf with leaf brinlta
out the full. delicate flavor and
mildneas of these choice tobacco!.
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LOOKING 'EM OVER

Two Runs By Smith Bring
First Conference Win,
Over Bullets, 15-6

~

=

***
*

Gettysburg Scores
On Fourth Play of Game

+- - - - - - -- - - ------

-CO-NF-E-R-EN-C-E-ST-AND-IN-GDrexel ...................
F. and M.................
Muhlenberg ..........
Gettysburg ............
Ursinus ..................

3
2
2
1
1

1
1

2
2

3

.750
.667
.500
.333
.250

1

Customs Removed
At Christmas If
Freshmen Win

Unbeaten Bear Booters ~~p!!t;rs~~P~el~hursday
Tie G-burg 2-2

SWAN SONG SINGERS
The annual grudge clash between
.. • 5 enior who will play their last
the freshman and
sophomore
Displaying more power and deception than they have in any of football game for the Red, Old Gold
classes on the gridiron will be retheir previous games,
Ursin us, and Black, on Thanksgiving Day. Barnes, Davis Score
By Harold Chern
vived this Thursday afternoon
In Second Quarter
paced by "Howie" Smith brilliant
when the two classes meet on PatClothes make the man!
Grizzly right half-back: won a
Playing on a field covered with terson Field to decide the question
Not only do they make the man startling victory over a highly
mud, the undefeated Bear soccer
but they also help build up his favored Gettysburg team on rainteam kept their record intact, al- of supremacy.
Only those men participating in
morale ; and that goes on the grid- soaked Memor ial Field before sevthough h eld to a tie by the Gettysiron as well as in the street. This eral thousand fans gathered for
burg boaters, 2-2, last Saturday varSity or freshman football will be
morning.
column is not trying to alibi the the annual Father's Day activities.
eligible to play, and the game will
This was the first conference vicThe Orange and Blue took the be played under Conference rules
Grizzly pigskin pushers, but it is tory for the Bears.
lead in the first quarter when
trying to get t h em something they
Mizell, their left inside, sent one with competent football officials.
Gettysburg threw a momentary
want-new football uniforms.
spinning through the goal.
I If the freshman team wins all
scare into the Grizzlies and their
The Bears came back fast in the frosh customs will be susp~nded
We've heard player after player loyal band of followers, when the
second quarter, scoring twice, after Christmas instead of after
complain bitterly about the in- Bullets scored on the fourth play
Charley Barnes and Carl Davis the end of the first semester. If
of the game. Smith returned the
feriority of the Ursinus equipment G-burg kickoff to the 30 yard line
pushing the tallies across.
the sophomore aggregation emerges
as compared with that of other markel', and, on the first play, Ray
The troublesome Mr. Mizell kick- the victor, they will have the pleasschools. And most of the com- Gurzynski faded back and threw
ed the mud soaked ball at Bob ure of gloating over their less forplaints have come from players a pass. Hamilton, who played
Keehn late in the third quarter tun ate younger brothers.
Angie
Vaccaro,
quarterback
who have been outstanding in bang-up ball for the losers, interand the bEl:ll squirted through Bob's
Both teams went through their
Captain "Hop" Porambo, center
cepted the oval on t he 39 yard
every game.
hands to tIe the score at 2-all.
freshman season undefeated. The
.The rest of .the battle was fo?ght '40 squad, however, has the adEvery reader knows the feeling of stripe.
~lth few scormg chances by eIther vantage because it has acquired
confidence he gets when togged
After two pass plays, one from
SIde.
.
more experience and has better
out in his "Sunday best." Well , Hamilton to Yovicsin, and the
The soccer team pl.ays lts last reserves. Since the '41 football
why shouldn't our footb all team other from Hamilton to Weems, the
game of th~ sea~on With Delaware, schedule was cancelled, Don Kelfeel the same way? In the future bullets were on the Bears' 12. On
atLmeup
~ome thiS Fnday afternoon.
lett's boys. have been w0 r k'mg Wl' th
why shouldn't our team be as th e next play, with Hamilton in
'
proud of their own equipment as pass formation, the Bullets made
U.
.
G b
the varsity squad and scrimmagrsmus
pOS.
- urg ing three times a week
they are now envious of their op- their only score. Hamilton faked a
Keehn ................ G ... .............. Rentler
.
ponents? A little pickup in spirit pass, and cut around end to give
Edwards ........ L. F . B . ............ Hess
THE PROBABLE LINEUP
might have turned those one touch- t h e Battlefield lads a 6-0 lead.
Shuster .......... R. F. B ..... ...... ...... Hill Freshmen
pos.
Sophomores
down losses into wins.
Yov~csin missed th e try for con- \
Lurty ...... ...... L. H. B . ...... McHenry McConnell ........ end ..... ......... Clarke
Oh, so some heckler says, "Words, verSIOn.
McLaughlin .. C. H. B ... Shambaugh Evanson .. ...... tackle .... Walichuck
iust words, what about suggesGuest (C) .... R. H . B ............. Cramer Benjamin ........ guard ............ Harris
Smith Runs 65 Yards
tions!"
LeCron ........ L. O. F . ........ Shuster Armstrong ...... center ................ Albe
For Fir t Grizzly Score
Well, how's this to start things
Ehret ............. ... L. 1. F ..... Musselman Troxell ............ guard ....... ... Williams
off : Have Jing Johnson appoint a
After a brief exchange of punts,
Davis ..... .. ....... C. F . .... Hendrickson Ehlers ............ tackle ............ Hearey
committee of athletes whose duty it Smith, lugging the leather for the
Whitman .. ...... R. 1. F .......... ... Mizell Jacobs .............. end .......... Bardsley
Johnny
Knoll,
tackle
will be to help raise funds for new Bears, plowed t hrough center for
Chalk ............ R. O. F . .. H. Hartman Biery ...... .. quarterback .. Steinmetz
football uniforms.
the most spectacular run of the
Subs : Barnes, Snyder.
Fetterman .... halfback ............ Taxis
As a lead to the committee, one game. Brilliant blocking by the
Ursinus .......... 0 2 0 0-2
Roncase ........ halfback ........ Dawson
dance this year and one at the Bear linesmen left only the safety
Gettysburg .... 1 0 1 0-2
Zeski ............ fullback ............ Kurek
beginning of next, with the entire man between "Smitty" and the
six
point
territory
.
Bill
Power,
profits to go into the pot, and a
WHICH WILL IT BE - BRODBECK OR CURTIS?
few raffles, with Ursinus banner.c:; coming swiftly from the Grizzly
given as prizes. would go more backfield, took out the Bullet safety
COME AND SEE, TOMORROW P. M.
than a little way in the right di- man, and Smith continued his 65
rection. This method would also yard jaunt for the first Bear score.
It's a moot uestion who will be league was started. Each dormitory
give every student a chance to Dawson then entered the game,
football champions of the intra- to date has bees on the top of the
show his civic pride by supporting and his talented toe drop-kicked
mural league. If you ask the ash pile once:
the extra point to give his team a
the movement.
1934--Curtis
Brodbeck gang they'll tell you
lead.
7-6
Let's do away with ragged uni1935-Derl'
Brodbeck. If you ask the Curtis
In
the
second
period
neither
forms and ragged scores, give every
boys, they'll tell you Curtis.
1936-Brodbeck
team
threatened,
and
the
Bears
student a personal interest in the
The only sure way to find out is
THE PROBABLE LINEUP
team, and above all get satisfying held their 7-6 advantage. During
pos.
Curtis
to be on the soccer field tomorrow Brodbeck
the
third
quarter
a
punting
duel
scores from a satisfied team.
afternoon in the neighborhood of Schirmer .......... L. E ............. Paisley
Hamilton
and
was
waged
between
---u---three o'clock. Tomorrow afternoon P. Wise ........ L. T ......... Gottschall
Power, with Power out-kicking his
"Pappy" Padden, end
the two dorms meet in the playoff Laudenslager .... L. G ............. Krick
Girls Needed For Competition In rival. Power was displaying unfor the grid championship, each LeCron ............... . C . ............ Longaker
Ping=Pong, Checker Contests canny ability in kicking to the
team having come out on top of W. Snyder .... R. G ............. Knight
coffin corner.
one of the halves in the round Kirkpatrick ...... R. T . .............. Moser
Calling All Femmes! Calling All Hamilton Nailed
robin.
Hartline .......... R. E. .............. Clark
Females!
The outfit that shows it has the Atkinson ............ E ................... Grove
Behind Goal Line
more stuff tomorrow p . m. will be I Tomlinson ................ L. H ....... Toren
Two tournaments, a table tennis
On a quick-kick from pass forthe first to be second-time intra- Steward ............ R. H ................. Frey
and a checker ladder, are about
mural grid champion since the Harbaugh ............ F ................... Miller
under way at the Rec Center, but mation, Power booted one past the
it seems that the co-eds of Ursinus G-burg safety man, the ball rolling
are not willing to give them a final out of bounds on the 1 yard line.
LAUCKS IS BEST PROGNOSTICATOR IN FINAL WEEKLY GRID
On the next play Hamilton atboost to success.
CONTEST; PICKS NINE OUT OF TEN
tempted
to
kick
out
of
danger,
but
To date not one girl has signed
for either one of the contests. fumbled the ball, and Ursinus had
Twenty-six entrants tried their
Consistency was written all
Fear not, ye fair ones, these tour- two more points as the result of a
Jus Bodley, end
through the final Weekly football hands at the following games:
naments are innovated for you, too. safety. The score now stood Urcontest.
Samuel
The tournaments are perpetual sinus 9, G-burg 6.
Albright-Lebanon Valley-16-0
Early in the fourth period Ur- kick repeatedly. The work of Cap- Laucks '39, a
and are expected to continue for
Bucknell-Temple-O-O
sinus
had
a
break
that
was
shorttain Porambo, Fred Todt, "Tiny" mer
some time, as the date of terminarunnerDelaware-Drexel-6-8
lived.
A
bad
pass
from
center
went
Knoll, and Leo Padden on the Ur- was the winner
tion is yet unannounced . The
F. and M.-Geneva-18-6
over
Hamilton's
head,
and
the
ball
sinus line, was outstanding. Herb- eight points over
games do not conflict with any
Lehigh-Muhlenberg-7-18
Hamilton
on
his
was
downed
by
ert and Yovicsin looked best for Florence Roberts
other activities, as these are arPenn- Michigan-0-7
18.
But
an
over
anxious
Grizzly
the losers. The punting of Power '38.
ranged by the combatants themLafayette-W. and J .-6-0
These two,
holding
during
the
play,
and
was
blocking of Taxis, and the running together with forselves. A player can challenge any
P. M. C.-LaSaUe-O-9
other entrant within 2 rungs of the Bears were penalized 15 yards, of Dawson and Gurzynski were mer
st. Joe-Washington-7-6
win n e r
bringing
the
ball
to
the
33.
After
other
highlights
in
the
Ursinus
him or herself. Prizes are offered
Gettysburg-Ursinus-6-15
Charles
to winners and by lottery, which another brief exchange of punts victory.
In four weeks our prognosticat'38, and George
Laucks
and
line
plunges,
the
Bears
got
makes every entrant eligible for a
The line-up:
Miller '41, picked nine of the ten ors, McAvoy, Stevens, Kellett, and
possession of the ball on the 35.
gift.
Ursinus
pos.
Gettysburg winners. Laucks will receive tickets Porambo, had forty opportunities to
From
here,
Smith,
on
a
dazzling
Those signed up for checkers are:
Bodley ............ L. E. .... Flinchbaugh
pick winners. Don Kellett led in
John Porambo, Wilmer Knight, exhibition of broken field running, Todt ................ L. T. ............ Hughes to the Ursinus-P. M. C. game.
raced
35
yards
to
give
the
Bears
There is no doubt that this was that department with 25. McAvoy
John Wozniak, William Grove, ElHearey
............
L.
G? ............ Herbert
and Stevens named 24 correctly and
wood Reber, James Armstrong and another six pOinter, and score hi& Porambo .............. C..................... utz the easiest contest of the four. Porambo called 23 properly. Rather
second touchdown of the game.
Luke Snyder.
Meklos
..............
R. G ............... Henry Seven more were able to discern close, don't you think!
Calling All Females! Calling All Not one Gettysburg man touched Knoll .............. R. T ......... Daugherty who would emerge the victor (if
the swivel-hipped star as he made
The winners of the four contests
any) in eight of the ten contests.
Femmes!
this run. Dawson's drop-kick for Padden ............ R. E ........... Yovicsin The Temple-Bucknell scoreless tie were:
----u---Dawson
............
Q.
B:
............
Bucklen
extra point was wide, but the Smith ............ R. H. B. .......... Bender and our own victory over GettysEdwin Frey '36, Charles Wallick
Two Games This Week To End Bears
now held a commanding 15-6
Gurzynski .......... L. H. B ..... Weems burg were the most difficult of the '38, George Miller '41 Samuel
Laucks '39.
'
lead.
1937 Hockey Season
Taxis ................ F. B ........... Hamilton games listed.
Endeavoring to add two more D~wson ~rop-kick
Score by periods:
wins to their en~ied list of ~937 i MlSses Frre
Ursinus ........ 7 0 2 6-15
v1ctorie~, the Ursmus co-ed stlCkIn the waning minutes of play,
Gettysburg .. 6 0 0 0- 6
aters will meet Beaver. College and Ursinus again threatened to score, Substitutions: Gettysburg-backs,
Bryn Mawr College thiS week.
but after two line plunges failed to Fischer, Fulmer, Yevak, Florence;
The game with Beaver to be gain, Dawson attempted a field tackles, Deardorff, Chester, Stauplayed here Wednesday afternoon, goal from the 18. The kick, how- bitz; guard, Yunaska; ends, Mc18 a postponement from last Satur- ever, ' was wide, and G-burg had Clenghan, Schad; center, O'Neil.
When be is hungry! And verily, be's a lucky student
day, when unusual adverse weather possession of the ball. Hamilton Ursinus- backs, Vacarro, Kurek,
who
flnds himself near "Brad's" at that time
conditions were responsible for the sliced through tackle for 12 yards Power, McConnell; tackle, Gushard;
calling off of the only scheduled as the game ended. Weems, stellar guard, Harris; ends, Astheimer,
716
game of last week. It will start at Gettysburg end, was injured on Clark, Bardsley.
lilA IN
3:30 o'clock.
this play.
Officials: Referee, H. O. Dayhoff,
STREET
Saturday morning will find both
A fast charging Grizzly forward Bucknell; umpire, G. R. Holstrom,
Come in Tonight - Your Friends Do!
1lrst and second teams playing at wall, kept Hamilton, Fulmer, and Muhlenberg; head linesmen, C. J.
Bryn Mawr. These games will be Yevak from consistent ground Geiges, Swarthmore; field judge,
~lut~~e~~oofur~e~~.g~ning,mdfure~~e~~b~wo.we~~~m~~
~-----------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J
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There Comes A Time In
The Life of Every Student
Campus Sandwich Shop

THE URSINUS WEEKLY

{)

Ride free on Schuylkill Valley Bus I
and P. & W. Railway
Movie tickets to
Norristown

GRAND
Monday and Tuesday
tage Attraction Tuesday
James Dunn and Patricia Ellis
in
"VENU MAKES TROUBLE"
Wednesday and Thur day
Delores Del Rio in
"LANCER SPY"
Friday and Saturday
3 Ritz Bros in the riot

football musical comedy
"LIFE BEGINS IN COLLEGE"

NORRIS
Monday and Tuesday
Paul Muni in year's greatest
"LIFE OF EMILE ZOLA"
Wednesday and Thursday
Stage Feature Thursday
Jack Haley and Ann Sothern
in the comedy musical
"DANGER-LOVE AT WORK"
Fri., Sat., and Mon.
Sylvia Sidney in
"DEAD END"

GARRICK
Monday
Franchot Tone in
"BETWEEN TWO WOMEN"

I
I

FROSH DEBATERS TO START
ACTIVITY DECEMBER 9

I

MSC Appoints French Ex=Officio
Member From Day Study

A formal debate, to be held on
Thursday, December 9, at 3 o'clock In order to have every male body
in Bomberger, will mark the start represented at its meetings, the
Tuesday
I of the season for the freshman Men's Student Council has apBarton MacLane in
"DRAEGERMAN COURAGE"
womens' debating teams.
poin~ed Edward French '38, as exDoris Shadewald, Marie Mattis, officio member to the Council from
Wednesday and Thursday
and Jane Pakenham will debate
"GIRLS CAN PLAY"
against Mary Alice Lord, Marie the Men's Day Study. This action
and
Simon, and Esther Kumjan. Which was taken last Wednesday follow"JUDGE PRIE Til
side each team will uphold will be ing the earlier appointment to the
determined later by Mabel Ditter Council of ex-officio members from
Friday and Saturday
Vaudeville Stage Show Fri. Night '39 , and M~rgaret Lucker '39, ires~- Freeland Stine, and Highland
men debatmg coaches. The tC~IC H lIs
'
All star cast in football thrill
to be argued is-Resolved: that the I a .
.
"OVER THE GOAL"
Oxford system of education would
French has the same authonty
SOPH RING TO BE CHOSEN
be practical in the United States.
as do the three other ~pPointe~s
Twelve freshman girls attended He cannot vote, but he lS permItTHIS WEEK
t~e initial meeting, called. by ~iss ted to participate in all discussions,
When samples arrive from two ?ltter last. Tuesday, at whIch tillle and can suggest motions on the
...
.
It was declded to meet on the secadditlOnal l'I?g compa~ues,
t~e ond and fourth Tuesday in every floor.
sophomore nng commIttee Will
th
Also at this meeting, the Council
make their final decision on the mon .
ruled that freshman customs would
_ _-IT
be removed at the beginning of the
official class fingerware, according
to David Hartman '40, chairman of felds Co., Philadelphia; Berben Co., Christmas recess, instead of the
the committee. These samples are Philadelphia; and Murc h enson Co., start of the second semester, if the
expected to arrive this week.
New York.
frosh gridmen were victorious over
The committee has been busy re.
the sophomores in their game this
ceiving representatives and bids
The style of the rmg has alrea~y Thursday afternoon. This rule is
from the following companies : been selected by the class. It ~ill not valid in case of a tie game.
Dieges and Clust, New York; be of the same .ty~e, the U-rmg,
Charles H. Elliott Co., Philadelphia ; as that o~ the JUnIor class. B~t
B lfour Co. Attleboro Mass.' Bei- the ~omn:llttee says that certam
Patronize Our Advertisers
a
,
"
modificatlOns can be expected.
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I
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INA Convention
(ConLinued (rom page 1)

Lehigh Brown and White
Is Host Paper
The 95 delegates met in special
discussion sessions on
various
phases of college journalism, during Friday afternoon and Saturday
morning, with the general session
also on Saturday morning.
The guests of the Brown and
White of Lehigh, the newsmen and
women were feted at a dance in
Drown Hall on the Lehigh campus
Friday night, with dates provided
by an impromptu date bureau ..Saturday afternoon they were given
free admission to the Lehigh gridiron defeat at the hands of Muhlenberg.
The majority of the delegates
were housed in the Hotel Bethlehem . Friday night they were given
a German dinner at the Beethoven
Maennerchor, exclusive Bethlehem
German singing society. Saturday lunch was in the university
Drown Hall cafeteria.
The dinner Saturday evening, in
the Hotel Bethlehem, marked the
adjournment of the convention.
The after-dinner speaker for the
occasion was Dr. Neil Carothers.
dean of the Lehigh college of business administration.
----u----

Manuscript Club
(Continuf'd Crom page 1)

with a smoker
; when he finds out
about Chesterfields
Smokers like that
Chesterfield TASTE
and sure as shootin'
they're MILDER

After her address Miss Chandler
took charge of the general discussion during the remainder of
the evening. Elizabeth Seidle '39,
Ruth Grauert '39, Richard Yahraes
'38, and Mary Hyde '41, discussed
the part played by inspiration and
necessity in writing, the use of
poetic license, and rules for the
short story. Miss Chandler expressed her opinion at the conclusion of the meeting that the
club's work "would be a great help
to student writers, in spite of the
fact that its interests were scattered throughout eleven fields of
writing."

Frosh Tests
(Continued from page 1)

Although the chief value of the
results does not reside in these inter-institutional comparisons, they
are nevertheless of significance in
that they reveal the type of stu-·
dents that Ursin us is attracting.
I Some of the more important uses
to which it is planned to put these
test results is the identification of
the superior and handicapped individuals in the entering group and
in measuring progress of the students from year to year. The College proposes to utilize the expert
services of the Cooperative Test
Bureau in planning for a more extensive testing program in the future.
Our Mellow Felt
$3.00 Hat
Tops the List
Others $2.00 to $7.50
Also full line
Furnishings.
FREY & FORKER
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THAT STAG
THAT DANCE
THAT PARTY
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JOE AND JANE URSINUS:
For success, we need your
support.
If you haven't
done so, won't you sign with
your Dorm Agent TODAY?
TBENEW

Copyr;Kht
LIGGE1T be MVEJIS

19~7.

TOIiACCO

Co,

hesterfiel

LANTERN
3 issues 50c
Ursin us' LIVE literary magazine

